Abstract. Recently S. J. Sidney [5] has shown that a "highly nonaffine" function h on an interval cannot operate by composition on the real part of a nontrivial function algebra. In this paper, we obtain the general result by considering the case in which h is not "highly nonaffine".
1. Introduction. Let A be a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X and h a nonaffine function on an interval 7. We say that h operates by composition on Re A if h ° u E Re A whenever u G Re A has range in 7. We consider a conjecture: If h operates by composition on Re A, then we have A = C(X). The theorem of J. Wermer [7] is equivalent to the conjecture for h(t) = t2. A. Bernard [1] proved the conjecture for h(t) = \t\. S. J. Sidney [5] obtained results for the cases that h is "highly nonaffine" or continuously differentiable. Our purpose is to show the following theorem.
Theorem. Suppose that A is a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X and that h is a nonaffine continuous function on an interval I. If h operates by composition on Re A, then we have A = C(X).
If h is nonaffine on every nondegenerate subinterval of 7, then h is "highly nonaffine". So without loss of generality we may assume that 7 = [-1, 1], h = 0 on [-1, 0] and h is not affine on any open subinterval of 7 containing 0.
Re A is a Banach space with the usual quotient norm M») = inf{||/||:/G^,Re/=M}.
We denote f\F the restriction of a function / G C(X) to a subset F c X. For nonempty disjoint compact subsets F, and F2 of X we denote Then (Re A)x and (Re A)2 are complete with respect to the norms Nx(-) and Nx2(-), respectively.
2. Lemmas. Let x be a point of X. We say that the function h operates weak-boundedly at x if there exist a ô > 0, an e > 0, a compact neighborhood Fx of x, and a compact subset F0 of X, which is disjoint from Fx, with the following property: h ° u E (Re A)x and Nfh ° «) < e for each u E (Re /1)° with N?(u) < 8. Lemma 1 . Suppose that h operates by composition on Re^. Then h operates weak-boundedly at each point of X except for at most finitely many points.
Proof. Suppose that the lemma fails. Then there exists a countable subset {xn} of X with the following two properties: (1) Each x" has a compact neighborhood Fn such that (C1(U*^" Fk)) n F" = 0 for each positive integer n. (2) 3. Proof of the theorem. Suppose that A operates weak-boundedly at x i.e., there exist an e > 0, a 8 > 0, a compact neighborhood Fx of x and a nonempty compact subset F0 of X such that F0 n Fx = 0 and h ° u E (Re yl)x and A^A ° u) < e whenever u E (Re A)x with A^k) < 5. Suppose that it follows that Fx is an interpolation set for A. Then each point of X, with finitely many exceptions, has a compact neighborhood which is an interpolation set for A by Lemma 1. Then we get A = C(X). So it is sufficient to prove that Fx is an interpolation set for A.
Let V denote Cl(/co(Ar, (Re ^4)^)). We construct an algebra contained in V which contains the constants and separates the points of ^(A' X Fx). Then the StoneWeierstrass theorem will imply that V = CR(ß(N X Fx)), and by Bernard's lemma [1] (Re A)x = CR(FX) so A\FX = C(FX) by the theorem of Sidney and Stout [6] . Therefore the algebra generated by lco(N,(ReA)x) separates the points of ß(N X Fx), hence this algebra is the desired algebra.
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